
For Parents & Educators

The Story Time with Good Rainbow Exploration Guide is to take your story experience further 
through activities designed with multiple intelligences and different learning styles in mind. 

Let’s get started!
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Watch the 
story on

Click on the TV to view!

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqIUa1SC-JvWjnKVfp1u0FA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqIUa1SC-JvWjnKVfp1u0FA


Before you watch…

1. What do you know about the story of Little Red Riding Hood?
2. How do you think this story will be different?
3. Look at the video thumbnail. What can you tell?
4. Where do you think wolves live?

While you’re watching…

Think about: 
1. What sort of things does a wolf eat?
2. What sort of things do humans eat?
3. What happens when Ruby and Mother wolf meet?

When you’re done watching… 

1. What do you think of Ruby’s decision to explore beyond the path?
2. What would you do?
3. Have you been in a situation like this before? Share about a time you went exploring.
4. What is a herbivore? Can you think of some animals that are herbivores?
5. What is a carnivore? Can you think of some animals that are carnivores?
6. What is an omnivore? Can you think of some animals that are omnivores?

WATCH



Write a short article about wolves

Go online and look up the following about wolves: 

• what parts of the world they live in
• what they eat
• how they form family units
• how they hunt
• how long they live
• how and why they are dangerous to humans
• how humans and wolves can coexist (share the habitat)

Write your article on any writing app or software you use on your device. Remember to give it a title, a 
beginning, middle, and end.

ACTIVITY
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Make a mixed-media forest

You’ll need:

• craft paper
• pencil and eraser
• markers
• card paper
• scissors
• poster tack
• (acrylic) paint of different shades of green (experiment making the shades)
• paint tray
• a spoon (or something to spread the paint with)
• colored card paper (optional)
• (plain white) glue or any good craft glue (and something to apply it with, like a brush) (optional)

Here’s how:
1. To make your forest, draw tree trunks on the craft paper. Leave space to make the branches and leaves of the
trees.
2. Color in the tree trunks using markers.
3. Draw different shapes of trees on the card paper then cut out the shapes.
4. Stick a small ball of poster tack on one side of your tree shapes.
5. Put different shades of green on the tray.
6. Holding the small ball press the different shapes into the shades and print each tree shape on a trunk.
7. Wait till the paint is completely dry – 30 minutes to 2 hours.
8. Draw branches on your trees.
9. If you like you can add flowers. Draw and cut flower shapes on the card paper and repeat the same process.
You can put the flowers on the forest floor. Or you can make your forest more mixed-media and cut the flower
shapes in different colors of craft paper and paste them on the forest floor.

ACTIVITY
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Be Mother Wolf in a recorded interview

If you were a reporter, what questions would you ask Mother Wolf?

Note them down or make a voice recording of them on any app or software 
you use on your device.

Next, imagine you are Mother Wolf being interviewed. Answer the questions 
you have already prepared on video as Mother Wolf. You can even dress up as 
Mother Wolf. Get creative!

ACTIVITY
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Write a song for Ruby

Ruby loves to sing as she’s walking in the forest. Write a song for Ruby on any 
app or software you use on your device. You can also record yourself singing it

ACTIVITY
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Good Rainbow loves seeing what you’ve

created. If you like, share what you have

made and tag her on Instagram.

SHARE



About Story Time with Good Rainbow
Story Time with Good Rainbow imaginatively dramatizes all sorts of stories - space stories, 
folk tales and fairy tales, legends and myths, fables, terrible tales, seasonal tales, surprise 
stories, and more - aiming to inspire a love for stories, ignite the imagination, and spark 

curiosity in both the young and the young at heart.

Find Story Time with Good Rainbow

https://www.facebook.com/Story-Time-with-Good-Rainbow-409286685847668
https://twitter.com/LaraMatossian
https://www.instagram.com/storytimewithgoodrainbow/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqIUa1SC-JvWjnKVfp1u0FA
https://www.storytimewithgoodrainbow.com/

